APPENDIX A
FIRE FIGHTER MAYDAY CHECKLIST

- Look at screen & document Radio Identifier

- Transmit: “All units assigned to the ___________ incident, clear this channel for a MAYDAY. Unit calling MAYDAY, identify.”

- Receive & Document:
  
  **WHO:** Name __________________________________________________________
  
  Unit _________________________________________________________________
  
  **WHAT:** Lost Trapped Injured Out of Air SCBA Malfunction
  
  Other _________________________________________________________________
  
  **WHERE:** Floor ___________________________________________, Side ___________________________
  
  Area _______________________________, Division ___________________________

- Transmit: “Fire Fighter ________________, I copy your MAYDAY (Repeat WHO, WHAT, WHERE information). RIC is being deployed. Initiate your G-R-A-B-L-I-V-E-S procedures.”

- Deploy RIC/RIG

- Transmit: (On Command and Tactical Channels): “All units on the _______________ Incident, we have a fire fighter MAYDAY. Maintain your current assignments and keep this channel clear.”

- Transmit: “Fire Fighter ________________, remain calm, control your breathing, turn on your PASS alarm and shine your flashlight. RIC is coming to get you.”

- Transmit requests to Dispatch:
  
  - “Requesting _______ additional alarm(s), including _______ ambulances.”
  
  - “Requesting _______ Communication plan” OR “Requesting additional tactical channel(s).”

- Assign additional companies to RIC and RIC Group Supervisor (RICGS)

- Conduct a Roll-Call (PAR) prior to clearing the MAYDAY